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Introduction
The adage “knowledge is power,” put forth by Francis Bacon in 1597, still carries weight

into the twenty-first century. While an expression consisting of three words might be simple to
understand, it is far more complex when we question which types of knowledge equate to
power, and which do not. The mere fact that this exhibition begins with a quote from the
Western canon speaks to this hierarchy. After all, power plays a role in deciding between what is
history and what is myth, what is belief and what is superstition.

In the Americas, this type of discourse is directly related to colonialism and its legacies
that are still felt today. Thus, when we see a Catholic church constructed upon an Aztec temple,
it conveys the message that the Western belief system is superior to Indigenous epistemology,
and therefore more powerful. Religion was one tool to impose power; this massive and
widespread influx of knowledge production extended to agriculture, commerce, natural history,
medicine, and even the cosmos. Yet despite colonizers’ attempts to eradicate Indigenous and,
later, African and Asian cultures and knowledge through manuscript burning, evangelization,
language erasure, and enslavement, these communities maintained integral parts of their
collective identity. Constant attempts at cultural erasure persist to this day. One need only look
at Terry Boddie’s Knowledge (2001), which inspired the title of this exhibition, to perceive this
reference to the school system of the twenty-first century as a tool in the attempt to mold
children to think and behave in certain ways.

A Hemisphere of Knowledge is a focus on that resiliency, but it aims to move
beyond it and respect the diverse production of knowledge from the many cultures that
make up what we now call the Americas. This exhibit seeks to present different types of
knowledge production from the Americas while recognizing that our universality comes
from relations based upon diversity, and that these relations, like cultures themselves,
are constantly changing. Furthermore, the exhibition considers this knowledge against



the backdrop and legacies of hegemony, thereby situating it within the power dynamics
of colonialism, imperialism, and neoliberalism. A Hemisphere of Knowledge is
intentionally political because it values cultural beliefs that have been dismissed due to
legacies of power. In the next six subthemes, materials from the Nettie Lee Benson
Latin American Collection will convey diverse knowledge production through a variety of
items that resonate with each other.

The materials herein come from a century of collections at the Benson. They represent
highly visible items and hidden gems, while also pulling from different collecting areas. These
areas include our traditional analog Latin American and U.S. Latina/o collections in addition to
the more recent Black Diaspora Archive. They also pull from digital initiatives like the Archive of
Indigenous Languages of Latin America (AILLA) and our post-custodial partnerships across
Latin America in which the materials remain with their communities, but the Benson offers digital
surrogates to researchers. The ideas and cultures represented here are but a small sampling of
the exchange of knowledge that predates European contact and continues in the twenty-first
century. This exchange has been both peaceful and violent, both given and stolen, both
negotiated and imposed.

Some subthemes may be more Eurocentric in nature, others less. As the presentation of
ideas unfolds, let the words of José Martí capture its essence. In “Nuestra América” (1891), he
calls for a pan–Latin American identity grounds itself in the need to value autochthonous
knowledge: “Knowing is what counts. To know one’s country and govern it with that knowledge
is the only way to free it from tyranny. The European university must bow to the American
university. The history of America, from the Incas to the present, must be taught in clear detail
and to the letter, even if the archons of Greece are overlooked. Our Greece must take priority
over the Greece which is not ours. We need it more.” This exhibit proposes that we reconsider
ideas that were quickly dismissed due to cultural vainglory and that we acknowledge ancient
wisdom alongside relatively new interventions.



Medicine
Before medicine was big business, nature was the first doctor. To some extent it still is,

given that 25 percent of all drugs used in 2021 are derived from plants found in the Amazon.
While Western medicine has many benefits, it is not without its issues, such as adverse side
effects, cost, and accessibility. This is leading people to reassess the value of traditional and
local knowledge. This section features traditional knowledge. Whether influenced by Indigenous,
Latinx, or African expertise, traditional healing influenced by shamanism or curanderismo
continues to be a primary option for care in some communities because even though it is often
stigmatized in the medical field, “the practice allows families to maintain elements of their
culture, and their beliefs and identities, as traditional healing practices are passed on
generationally” (Sanchez, 2018: 149). The following items provide insight into natural options.



Agustín Farfán’s El tratado breve de la medicina y de todas las enfermedades (1592)
considers possible local remedies for those communities out in the provinces that do not have
easy access to a local doctor. Farfán, who had already published a book on surgery, was



considered an expert for his era, and remedies include the curative properties of roots, plants,
and animals. Although Farfán’s book is an early alternative born out of a lack of access, access
remains an issue in the twenty-first century, and thus, alternative treatment options continue to
pervade the conversation.

José Costa Leite’s O Matuto e o Cigano ou as Plantas Medicinais (1983) and Victoria
DeLeón’s zine Grow some shit (undated) offer new, modern inflections on traditional knowledge.
In O Matuto, a farmer rebukes a palm-reader’s offer of a reading, saying he only needs God and



certain plants to sustain good health. DeLeón’s didactic zine shows readers how to care for a
plant (aloe vera) that will reciprocate care. Her work is one of many that carves out women’s
space and participation in medicine, particularly through traditional healing. Carmen Lomas
Garza’s Earache Treatment/Ventosa (2007) recalls a secondary use of newspapers to create a
funnel that sucks out the moisture of an aching ear.



These works posit the notion of not only traditional knowledge, but multigenerational
knowledge that is shared among family and community members as such healers, midwives,
and curanderas. In “Partera” (1993), here presented in Spanish and Zoque/Soteapan, the
speaker tells the story of her grandmother’s role as a midwife. Carmen Tafolla’s various drafts of
“Curandera” (1981) speak to this feminist space as Tafolla seamlessly switches between English
and Spanish to describe the subject’s powers. In “Medicine Poem” (1981), Tafolla returns to the
theme of sickness, this time emanating from widespread injustice and oppression. We finish this
section with Colectiva Cósmica’s Crystal Zine (undated), which considers the healing powers of
crystals as a popular alternative to medicine for their energizing and healing properties and their
possibility to foster balance and harmony.













Land, Flora, and Fauna
While Europeans introduced plants and animals including cattle, horses, and wheat to

the Americas, they also encountered new species—ocelots, jaguars, javelinas, xoloitzcuintlis,
alpacas, açaí palms, ceibas, jacarandas, and many more. Recognizing the impact of fauna in a
society is a deeply relevant way to understand cultural differences, traditions, and belief
systems. Lauren Derby notes that “bringing animals into the analysis might move us closer to
local understandings of the natural world and syncretism on the ground between European,
Indigenous, and creole views and practices, enabling new ways of thinking about environmental
change” (2011: 603). This can be extended to local flora as well.



Early cartography of the Americas often included local flora and fauna as a means of
exotification. Compare Tabula geographica regni Chile (1646) with the Relación Geográfica de
Gueytlalpa (1581). The former includes a fictitious sea monster as well as land animals that are
not drawn to scale alongside humans. The animals, coupled with the massive tracts of land, are
portrayed as unruly and in need of European order. Here, knowledge was produced to create a
narrative that furthered the colonial enterprise. In the Relación Geográfica de Gueytlalpa,
Indigenous mapmakers, tasked with depicting their surrounding areas, give us a map with both
Indigenous and European components to it. The colors blue, green, and red are all made from
local flora and fauna in the Americas (the Indigo plant, green mineral, and cochineal). Glyphs
symbolizing hills are present alongside European markers like the exaggerated bulls. The
insertion of bulls, a non-native and domestic animal, into the map as markers of European
estancias demonstrates the growing privatization of land.



Europeans imported the privatization of land to the Americas as a means to solidify their
power, not only over other cultures, but over nature. Another European tactic was to name and
rename flora and fauna as a means of imposing order on it rather than live alongside it in
cooperation. This is perhaps best seen with the anteater that inhabits parts of Central America
and South America, highlighted in Historia natural ediar (1940). Its name in Spanish, oso
hormiguero (ant bear), first recorded in approximately 1545, reveals the limits of European
knowledge. The anteater is not related to the bear, but because Spaniards used a frame of
reference within their cultural understanding at the moment of early encounter, the term oso
hormiguero continues to be prevalent today. This misnomer might seem relatively harmless, yet
it reinforces the power of the colonizer’s language to corrupt or erase knowledge, while
revealing Western ignorance.



This blithe mindset toward nature continues to negatively impact the environment and
communities to this day, as shown in reports from LLILAS Benson’s post-custodial partners in
Brazil and Colombia that demonstrate widespread ecological destruction to the benefit of
multinational corporations. In “Carta ao Senhor Secretario do Meio Ambiente do Estado de São
Paulo” (1990), MOAB, an Afro-Brazilian community organization in Vale do Ribeira, protests
government plans to construct a hydroelectric dam because of the environmental damage it
would cause while displacing Afro-Brazilian communities. A similar concern is expressed in
Colombia at the arrival of wire fencing.



The Afro-Colombian collective Proceso de Comunidades Negras (PCN) describes this
fencing as foreign to the community: “Aparición de cerco que no es nuestra cultura. Esa es una
cultura de personas extranjeras que llegaron al Territorio y llegaron con este método. Esta foto
resalta los cercos con Alambre de púa” (1998-1999). The letter and the photo reveal worldviews
that compete with Western discourses of progress: living with nature, rather than dominating it
by fencing off tracts of land as a means to ownership and privatization. Maribel Falcón contests
this same notion in “Esta tierra es su tierra” (undated). These different perspectives prompt José
Francisco Borges’s O Crime Ecologico (2006), a woodcut print on paper that juxtaposes the
need for conservation alongside economic motivations as soy cultivation in Brazil continues to
expand.



In addition to being utilized in narratives of environmental control and belief systems,
flora and fauna have become appropriated as symbols of resistance and social justice, as seen
in René Castro’s Hands off El Salvador (1981) and Sam Coronado’s Vote (undated). The dove,
a symbol of peace, and the Aztec eagle, an homage to the United Farm Workers Union’s desire
to connect with historic roots in support of Mexican migrant workers, here stand in as conveyors
of messages that are tied to anti-imperial and anti-colonial sentiment.



Pablo Antonio Cuadra’s poems “Mitología del jaguar” (undated) and “La ceiba” (undated)
express a deep and sacred connection to Central America’s flora and fauna. Cuadra draws on
Indigenous reverence for the ceiba, a tree that in Maya culture connects the underworld
(Xibalba) through its roots, the terrestrial plane through its trunk, and the sky plane through its
high-reaching branches. Among Amazonian communities, the mighty ceiba serves as a home
for several deities. It is one of several poems that Cuadra highlights in a poetry collection
focused on trees native to Latin America. Likewise, the jaguar is present as a deity in all
Mesoamerican Indigenous cultures and one of many animals imbued with cosmological
relevance. By drawing on these symbols in his poetry, Cuadra vindicates Indigenous
worldviews.







Subsistence and Harvest
In Mesoamerica, conversations around subsistence and harvest start with the three

sisters: corn, beans, and squash. Yet every region had its own local food that influenced the
livelihood of its inhabitants, whether the potato in the Andean region, cassava in the Caribbean,
or salmon in the Pacific Northwest. In this section we pay homage to local cuisine and its fight
for survival against colonial and imperial designs, recognizing its intimate, reciprocal relationship
with humanity. As Robin Kimmerer so eloquently writes, “For what is corn, after all, but light
transformed by relationship? Corn owes its existence to all four elements: earth, air, fire, and
water. . . . Corn cannot exist without us to sow it and tend its growth; our beings are joined in an
obligate symbiosis. From these reciprocal acts of creation arise the elements that were missing
from the other attempts to create sustainable humanity: gratitude, and a capacity for reciprocity”
(2013: 343). In “Cómo se siembra el maíz,” Antonio García Cruz provides instructions in
Spanish and Zapotec for the traditional way to plant corn.



Unfortunately, from the Spanish ban on amaranth during the colonial period to the recent
exorbitant demand for quinoa in the Global North, prompting price spikes, food and crops are as
politicized as ever, thereby changing our relationship to them. This plays out in the tale of two
leaves used by Indigenous groups to stave off hunger and lethargy: yerba mate and coca.
Shown here as an illustration in an edition of the Argentine national epic poem, Martín
Fierro(1872, yerba mate), and discussed in Historia general de las conquistas del Nuevo Reino
de Granada (1688, coca), the former has become a symbol of communal bonding through a
shared bombilla and the latter is best known as the main ingredient in cocaine.

As with quinoa and coca, foreign markets, often Western, have impacted subsistence
and harvest in interesting ways. Catalina Delgado-Trunk’s Corazón del cacao (undated)
visualizes the importance of chocolate in Mesoamerican culture, where it was used ceremonially
and medicinally among different groups. Often served as a drink, Mesoamerican chocolate had
bitter notes of chile or peanut. Since this did not appeal to the European palate, it also reminds
the viewer how the bitter taste has been sweetened with sugar to make the product more
accessible in certain markets.





Sugar, key to the popularization of global crops including cacao, tea, and coffee, once
dominated Caribbean society. It was none other than Christopher Columbus who brought the



first sugar cane seed to the Americas, setting the world on a trajectory that included the mass
enslavement of Indigenous and African peoples and the eventual indentured servitude of Asian
peoples. Here we see the relationship between humanity and a crop change from intimate and
honored to one of exploitation. Sugar became such a monocrop that when its price declined
dramatically in the early twentieth century, sugar-producing islands had little to fall back on for
economic drivers. The English cartographer Thomas Jefferys touches on the potential of sugar
in Compendious description of the West-Indies and General description of the West Indies
(1775), while Cuban Agustin Acosta’s “Mediodía al campo” (1926), here published as a 2016
cartonera, discusses the intense labor of harvesting sugar as the world heads toward the Great
Depression.

Sugar is discussed here knowing that it is not autochthonous to the Americas, and to
demonstrate the role that subsistence and harvest has played as a marker of both possession
and dispossession. For instance, Cuadra’s “Elogio al vino de Mendoza” (undated), must be read
with the understanding that the majority of the vineyards in Mendoza, Argentina are now
foreign-owned. This notion comes up yet again in Carlos Mosquera Arango’s “Anexo dos,” a
fragment of  Proceso de Comunidades Negras’ newsletter Comunidades negras y derechos
humanos en Colombia (1992) in which foreign companies are decried for overfishing the
region’s crabs.



Finally, Terence Grieder’s drawing of GPR at Challuabamba (Ecuador, 1999) portrays
harvesting from a visual perspective. Cristina Miguel Mullen’s Mangán Tayón – Food for
Thought (2001) celebrates subsistence and harvest in the kitchen, where traditional cuisine can
instill notions of identity, comfort, and culture. Such is the case in Miguel Mullen’s work, as
images of family surround a woman as she prepares a meal replete with ingredients that
represent her Filipino heritage.





Reading the Sky for Signs

The Maya constructed Chichen Itza so that on each equinox the late afternoon sun hits
the pyramid, creating the illusion of the feathered serpent slithering down the northern staircase.
The Western world continues to use a calendar that is less accurate than the one
Mesoamerican groups used prior to the colonial period. In Peru, while debates continue about
their original use, the Nazca lines are meant to be seen from above, revealing an awareness
that we cannot yet comprehend. These examples tell us that Indigenous groups in the Americas
had profound knowledge of the stars, seasons, and time. In this section, we explore different
responses to astronomical phenomena, beginning with the earliest known description of the
Aztec calendar by Fray Toribio de Benavente (1527–1549). Alongside it is a reproduction of the
“Representación de los cinco días” (undated), which highlights the five days at the beginning of
the third and fourth trecenas of Tonalámatl, a divinity almanac structured around twenty
thirteen-day periods. The precision of these calendars, and our inability to fully understand
them, has led to cultural impositions. For instance, in 2012, the West imposed its own
millenarianism upon the Maya calendar, claiming that the world would end. Juan de Dios Mora
plays off of this in Nave Espacial Maya de 2012(2011).



In 1680, the power of the Spanish viceroyalty of New Spain was shaky. The Pueblo
Revolt had just kicked the Spaniards out of New Mexico while the viceroy, Payo Enríquez de
Rivera y Manrique, resigned from his post and a transition to Tomás de la Cerda y Aragón was
under way. Some, including Father Eusebio Kino, took the Great Comet blazing across the night
sky as an omen from God, prompting him to chart its movement from his time in Cádiz through
his time in Mexico City. Father Kino’s Exposición astronómica (1681) is an early offering of an
illustrated scientific treatise in the Americas and is tied to the first comet to be discovered using
a telescope. Yet a greater knowledge of the stars is present here. Take, for instance, Kino’s
placement of La Virgen de Guadalupe on the drawing so that it aligns with the sign of Virgo,
thereby revealing Kino’s understanding of the constellations. Kino’s interpretation of the comet
in times of uncertainty was not unique, even to Mexico. We know from Indigenous accounts in
the first half of the 1500s that astronomical signs preceded the arrival of the Europeans.





Knowledge manifests in different ways. While some look to the stars for messages from
their deities, others, such as Carlos Sigüenza y Góngora in his response to Kino, Manifiesto
philosóphico contra los cometas despojados del imperio que tenían sobre los tímidos (1681)
and Libra astrómica y philisóphica (1690), pointed toward the comet as a naturally occurring



phenomenon of nature. The debate, which also includes Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz’s “Aunque
es clara del cielo la luz pura” (1690), is an example of the seventeenth-century discussion on
science and religion. Alicia Gaspar de Alba outlines this debate in an early draft of Sor Juana’s
Second Dream (1999), titled “The Tenth Muse.” Fascination with the role of religion in the
cosmos continued in Brazilian cordel literature as well, such as the apocalyptic interpretation of
Halley’s comet as God’s punishment for humankind’s corruption in Geraldo Moreira de
Lacerda’s O Cometa de Halley (1985) or José Severino Cristóvão’s A Natureza e Seus Feitos.









Betye Saar’s Mystic Sky with Self-Portrait (1992) centers the importance of tarot
readings that incorporate constellations, planets, and stars into the divination process.
Saar’s self-portrait also includes references to palm-reading and alchemy as important
elements to her identity as she searchers for a deeper understanding of self within the
universe. We close out this section with “Sobre cubierta con Martí” (undated), Ernesto
Cardenal’s own ponderings about the universe, the infinite space that surrounds us, and
whether we are alone in it.







Craftwork
Late twentieth-century free-market capitalism has encouraged mass production. To meet

the market demands of the Global North, goods are often manufactured in the Global South for
a lesser price in exploitative work conditions, as illustrated in the photograph of the textile
factory from the Landon Rupert Chambers Photograph Collection. As a result, products move
easily across transnational borders while people, in search of better opportunities, are restricted
in their migratory patterns.

The items in this section celebrate work done with the hands. As Ruth Phillips points out,
“sewing, beading, and embroidery became important ways of ensuring the continued vitality of
visual cultures that might otherwise have disappeared” (1998: 198). Craftwork is a vehicle for
maintaining local aspects of identity, demonstrating the resiliency and perseverance of a culture.
Recent research has linked craftwork to various types of healing and reconciliation. For
example, not only has it played a role on a macro level with Indigenous communities in Canada
finally sharing their stories to the Truth and Reconciliation Committee through the Living Healing
Quilt Project, but it has proven useful for individuals working through PTSD and anxiety.



Teresa Palomo Acosta’s “My Mother Pieced Quilts” (1976) reflects on a mother-daughter
relationship told through the handmade quilts that a mother used to cover her daughter on chilly
winter nights. With each patch comes a memory, extending quilting from practical task to one
that binds family. Moreover, the embroidery work found in the 1980s Colección Bordadoras de
Memorias of post-custodial partner Museo de la Palabra y la Imagen (MUPI, El Salvador) uses
handcrafted materials to tell the stories of human rights violations. Stitched by women for the
United Nations to recount their life in refugee camps, these stories reimagine better societies
founded on equity and justice. Envisioning a world without the violence and violations that set
them on a path toward political asylum puts them one step closer to achieving it.



Marcelo Soares’s Fiandeira (undated) provides a visual of a similar type of craft work,
while Terence Grieder’s undated archaeological illustrations turn our attention to pottery work as
a distinctive marker for style across different indigenous societies.





Community Stories and Songs
This section consists of the stories and songs that strengthen a community and endow it

with a sense of querencia, which Juan Estevan Arrellano defines as “that which gives us a
sense of place, and that which anchors us to the land, that which makes us a unique people, for
it implies a deeply rooted knowledge of place, and for that reason we respect it as our home”
(2014: 50). Querencia can have different meanings for different groups. Indigenous communities
have a connection to land that other groups can never fully understand. Similarly, in places like
the U.S. Southwest, Hispanic and Latino communities, some of which have been there for
centuries, have a querencia that is challenged by the relatively recent arrival of White European
settlers. Still other communities understand this connection differently due to enslavement,
political asylum, or economic opportunity that have forced them to engage with a previous
homeland, figurative or literal, alongside a new sense of place.



Originally written in 1571, Fray Gerónimo de Mendieta’s La historia eclesiastica indiana
details an early account of Europeans trying to make sense of the spiritual knowledge
possessed by Indigenous groups. Quick to violently denounce Indigenous beliefs as heresy,
these accounts provide us with insight, however skewed and fragmented, into the markers that
constructed a community.



The circular genealogy of Nezahualcoyotl (ca. 1580) suggests a shifting sense of
belonging. As a type of land claim in colonial Mexico, the genealogy tells the story of multiple
generations of a family whose ancestors were original, elite inhabitants of the area. The
transition is present in the increasing number of Spanish names in the genealogy, revealing the
colonial model of evangelization. It is a story of mestizaje, a phenomenon that the Mexican
government has long promoted. Yet it often overlooks the darker reality that to be “mestizo” is to
leave behind one’s Indigenous roots.



Catalina Delgado-Trunk’s Camino al Mictlán (ca. 2018) returns to those roots by pointing
to the journey to the nine levels of the Aztec underworld. This is where Aztecs would go upon
death, and the journey necessitated a dog companion to guide the soul past devastating winds
that blew knives and ferocious jaguars, among other challenges. Camino al Mictlán is an
integral part of the Aztec cosmovision and, therefore, a binding aspect of the culture.



Cultures are bound by the stories they tell. Whether gathered around a fire with a guitar
as in an illustration of Martin Fierro, or the African drums in Marcelo Soares’s woodcut,
communities come together to share their stories and songs. In Nicolás Patricio Vigueras’s
Tepehua and Spanish tale “Pedro y la acamaya” (2000) and PCN’s “Hay un mundo donde lo
que no se ve, ¡existe!” (1978), communities share stories, often with a magical realist flair, to
explain local happenings.





In Miguel Ángel Asturias’s letters to his mother, the author expresses the glee and
triumph of publishing his first book, Leyendas de Guatemala (1930). Written in France,
Asturias’s stories not only garnered more attention for Guatemala and the narratives of
Indigenous groups in the country, but also gave Asturias a sense of belonging to his native
country in moments of intense homesickness.



A fragment of Ernesto Cardenal’s “Tata Vasco” (undated) concludes this exhibition by
reflecting on a utopian society established by Vasco de Quiroga in sixteenth-century Michoacán
and the hope for a future utopia where different forms of knowledge inform each other.
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